
Conclusion
Older healthcare facilities pres-

ent challenges today. They may not
meet modern building codes, and
sometimes are inefficient models in
which to provide modern healthcare
services. Many of these campuses
have grown so rapidly, that their
owners have not been able to view
their needs -- including those for
parking -- in the long term.

As in GSH’s case, a significant
expansion project may be the only
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Do you want to
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“

way to alter a campus configuration
enough to solve parking problems.
However, without a good master park-
ing plan, these facilities may fail
entirely. Safe, convenient parking is a
major key to ensuring patient, visitor
and employee satisfaction and loyal-
ty. Planning for tomorrow’s needs
today will save money and time.

Vince Ellwood is a Senior Vice Pres-
ident and Site Designer with HDR Inc.
He can be reached at vince.ell-
wood@hdrinc.com.

Copy about cover...
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was feeling pretty good as I left
Dad at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center. Grace was not in danger,

and no one had been hurt in the fol-
low-up shooting in the ER. I headed
over to Grace’s office on Olympic to
do some first-class detecting. It was
about a 15-minute drive, down
Robertson to a right on Olympic,
through Century City, past the 405
and on to the so-called Olympic Cor-
ridor.

Century City is a designer com-
plex with residential high-rise condos
and retail shopping and restaurants
built on the back lot of Fox Studios.
Alcoa Aluminum was one of the part-
ners in the project, and they say that
if you look straight down at the
development from above, the match-
ing 60-story triangular-shaped theme
towers form the familiar Alcoa logo.
If you are anybody in the media or
legal profession related to it in L.A.,
your office is in Century City.

The Olympic Corridor is the “sec-
ond Century City” on L.A.’s west side.
There are about half a dozen relative-
ly new mid-rise office buildings, with
some second-tier media, financial
and service companies filling them

out. It’s a modern section of L.A., but
has a rich history. 

Around the turn of the century,
Japanese immigrants settled there
and planted wonderful gardens
throughout the area. Even today, you
can see some in overgrown back-
yards, with the quiet art of the gar-
dener mixing with the ravages of
Mother Nature. However, WWII and
subsequent internment took their
toll, and when the residents returned,
most of their properties were gone.
They did resettle in the area, howev-
er, and Sawtelle Boulevard, which
bisects Olympic, has become home to
Japanese plant nurseries and to sake
and sushi bars. 

I drove into the parking structure
next to Grace’s building and went to
the roof. It was empty, but I did
notice that you could walk directly
from the office building onto the roof
of the garage, and that the entire roof
was visible from the offices on that
side of the tower. Grace had told my
dad and me, just before the shot was
fired, that she had seen suspicious
activity on the roof -- two cars com-
ing up to the roof daily, something
changing hands, and then both leav-

ing. I had thought drugs, but who
knows?

I went down to the building
office and asked for the security direc-
tor; he had recommended our firm to
Grace when the LAPD hadn’t
expressed a lot of interest in her story.
I wasn’t surprised to recognize an old
friend.

The law enforcement community
is a small one. And even though I was
new in it, Dad’s contacts and the fact
that I grew up working cases with him
meant I knew a lot of folks, including
retired Santa Monica Deputy Police
Chief Bill Shannon.

Outsiders think of L.A. as one big
city, but in reality, there are a lot of
smaller communities with their own
police departments, such as Beverly
Hills, Culver City, El Segundo, Man-
hattan Beach, Torrance and, of course,
Santa Monica. Senior officers who
retired after 30 years were in demand,
particularly by property management
companies, to serve as heads of securi-
ty. Bill was one of them.

“Hi, Paul,” Shannon said. “I
thought you or your dad would be
showing up pretty soon. I heard about
the OK Corral activity at Cedars.

I

My Questions Get Attention
Semi-retired PI Paul Manning and his son, Paul Junior, were stunned when their

prospective client, Grace Lundquist, was shot in their office just before she could

tell them about some mysterious happenings at a local parking garage. While Paul

Junior went to check out Grace’s office, his dad got a call on his cellphone. It was

a woman’s voice, one he recognized from the past -- soft as moonlight dancing on

the Spanish Steps in Rome, but clear as the howl of a she wolf on the slopes of

Mt. Etna. “So, Mr. Paul Manning, you are sticking your nose into my business

again. This time, you and your son -- Paul Junior, isn’t it -- won’t be so lucky.” The

phone went dead.
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By JVH

Everybody OK?”
“Yes, Bill. No injuries, but I

think Bill Vose was under attack. He
was heading the LAPD press
response team. Dad took him for a
drink while I came over to check
with you.” 

It’s always best to give your sen-
iors the lead. I was still considered a
pup by most of the enforcement
officers in the area. I had quickly
learned to defer to them. We settled
into Shannon’s basement office, got
coffee, and he began to talk.

“Grace told us she had seen two
cars showing up every day on the
roof of the garage next door. She
was suspicious and, being a nosy
gal, she actually went down to
snoop around. When she did, she
was spotted and chased but thought
she had lost them. She must have
been wrong.”

“She came to me and I recom-
mended that she call you two. I fig-
ured you had nothing better to do
than squire a nice gal around and
test your white charger protecting
the pure and innocent. I didn’t
think you would get her shot up.”

That last line got my dander up.
“For your information, bucko, we
are on this like white on rice. Dad
and I will get the guys who shot
her.”

He held up his hands. “OK, OK,
don’t blow a gasket. You have your
dad’s temper and, I have to admit,
his ‘always get the girl’ looks. You
know, I actually almost asked your
mom out on a date before she mar-
ried your dad. I guess the world
‘almost’ is why I’m still a bachelor.”

“OK, peace. Now where do I go
from here?”

Shannon leaned back in his
chair. “Magnum Properties, the
owner of this building and my
employer, also owns the garage next
door. We have a private firm run-
ning the lot. It was built when the
building was put up to meet the

Episode II

The 

Rendezvous

parking requirements set by the
city. 

“As usual, there are twice the
number of spaces than we need,
and that top floor is always empty,”
he said. “The connecting walkway
runs from our third floor to the
third floor of the garage, next to the
elevator tower. Grace’s office is on
the  ninth floor, overlooking the
garage roof.

“She is some kind of graphic
designer with Media Matters, that
ad agency that just took over the
Hollywood Bowl and Getty muse-
um accounts,” Shannon said. “I
think she does very well … just right
for a guy like you.”

Sheesh – Bill had tried to set me
up. I guess my love life, or lack of it,
was common knowledge in the
retired law enforcement set. Enough
of this; I had to get moving … over
to the garage and see what I could
find. I thanked Bill, told him I
would keep him in the loop, and
walked next door.

I went to the garage office and
spoke to a fellow who looked like
the manager.

“Hi, I’m Paul Manning. I’m a
private investigator looking into the
shooting of Grace Lundquist. She
parked in your garage. Can you tell
me anything about her?”

He said nothing but entered
something on his computer. “Grace
Lundquist, $150 a month, works for
Media Matters next door, lives on
Armacost, drives a 2003 Accord,
4ABC123. That’s all I know. When
was she shot?”

“Today. Mind if I look around.” 
“No, go ahead, but I don’t know

what we have to do with that. This
is just were she parked her car.” 

He printed out Grace’s info and
handed it to me. That in itself sur-
prised me. As I walked out of the
office, I thought I saw him reaching
for his phone. 

Continued on Page 32

PT
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The garage was four levels, and I
would guess about 200 spaces per lev-
el. It was, as Shannon had said, about
half full. Most of the cars were on the
first and third levels – with easy access
to the building next door. I walked
around to get the feel of the place.
There appeared to be only two
employees: the manager and the
booth attendant at the exit. The sign
said it was run by AB Parking. Where
had I heard of that before?

As I started to walk to my car, two
of the biggest guys I had ever seen
stepped out from behind a column.
Obviously, my questions had gotten
someone’s attention. I didn’t hesitate
for a second. I slammed my heel into
the big one’s instep, and he fell into
the bigger one. I then kicked the big-
ger guy in his stomach, walked to my
Jeep, drove carefully around the
writhing bodies, paid my fee at the
exit and left.

To be continued … 

Death by Parking
from Page 31

PT
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Parking Battle Brews
Between Churches, Residents 

A battle is brewing between sev-
eral churches and some residents of
Logan Circle in northwest Washing-
ton, DC. Residents said that people
attending four churches in the area
illegally park several days a week.
Many times, they said, cars are dou-
ble- and even triple-parked, trapping
residents in their parking spots.  

Some of the churches have tried
to work with residents. They've
placed identification tags on rear
view mirrors in case a car needs to
be moved. The tags identify whose
car it is and which church its occu-
pants attend. 

The city’s director of public
works says it doesn’t ticket for park-

ing violations on Sundays, but
admits there is a problem and has
been trying to set up a meeting
between the two sides. But finding
an answer that works for everyone
may be difficult. Many residents
have signed a letter to city officials
demanding that D.C. parking laws
be strictly enforced. 

Parking Blog Comments:
Washington, DC, has a parking prob-
lem, or at least four of its churches do. 
The city doesn't enforce parking regs
on Sundays. And the religious drivers
are parking all over the place.
Something must be done.
First, I think this is good news -- it
means that people are going to
church, and that's a good thing.
Second, it means that the local
authorities aren't being consistent with
their parking regulations. And third,
the local residents, who normally
would love to have a church in the
neighborhood, have a legitimate gripe.

JVH comments on Parking News
every day at PT blog -- log on at
www.parkingtoday.com.
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Cars parked every which way -- it’s hell
out there. 
Of course, the problem isn't only Sunday
mornings; these groups have the audac-
ity to pray in the evenings too.
Something has to be done. I'll bet that if
the city charged for parking on Sunday,
collecting a few of those coins due
Caesar, and put that money back into
the neighborhood for some local recon-
struction, there just might be enough
parking to go around.
Also, maybe the city should allow local
homeowners to sell spots in their drive-
ways for the churches (heck, maybe
they could cut a deal with the church,
and let the church split the filthy lucre
with them). Of course, first the DC pow-
ers that be would have to loosen up on
some of their regulations and allow the
fine citizens to operate a parking busi-
ness (for, say, up to three cars) without
a license. 
Whatcha think?

Grim in the Garage
The Boston Globe editorializes (an

excerpt):
People who design parking

garages must have chauffeurs or walk
a lot. If they had to drive into these
metropolitan Bermuda Triangles,
they'd be screaming for architectural
and managerial sanity like the rest of
us. 

They'd be raising their fists at the
forest of giant cement poles and
shouting: "What team of numb-
numbs drew up these specs? They
couldn't give us a lousy inch more to
accommodate a Corolla sedan?" 

They couldn't paint the floors in
brilliant hues so a person could bond
with a parking space, instead of feel-
ing trapped inside a monstrous gray
maze? How about naming floors for
local characters, the way Disney
names parking lots "Goofy" and
"Mickey"? Come to think of it, some
garage designers should put up pic-
tures of themselves and label them

"Goofy" and "Mickey."
Is it deliberate? Have the minds

that pack automobiles in cement
gone over to the dark side with the
people who design roads? Maybe the
garage people invite the road people
in to watch the crazed public on hid-
den cameras and laugh maniacally at
the poor slobs who can't find the exit
-- or their cars. 

Parking garages are designed to
bring out the worst in people who
are at the snapping point anyway,
having just come in from city traffic.
The cave-like atmosphere, with its
tight turns, poor visibility, and
crammed aisles, can have drivers cir-
cling like sharks in overfished waters. 

A "park or perish" attitude rules
this Darwinian contest that has SUV
drivers wedging into "compact car
only" spaces and autos of all sizes
nearly colliding as they enter the
"caution - two-way traffic" areas that
are only one lane wide. 
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Continued on Page 38
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redesigns the currency every seven to 10 years. As part of its
education program aimed at preparing the public for the
new $10 note, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing has
put special emphasis on regular communication with man-
ufacturers of cash-handling machines and their customers
to ensure they have information and ample time to adjust
their equipment to receive and dispense the new notes.

Highlighted by images of the Statue of Liberty’s torch
and the words “We the People” from the Constitution, the
new $10 note incorporates easy-to-use security features for
people to check their money, plus subtle background colors
in shades of orange, yellow and red.

“As always, you don’t have to trade in your old $10
notes for new ones. Both maintain their full face value,”
said Michael Lambert, the Federal Reserve Board’s Assistant
Director of Reserve Bank Operations and Payment Systems.
“The updated security features in the redesigned $10 note
ensure that it will continue to remain a source of value,
trust and confidence around the world.”

The new $10 note -- as with the redesigned $20 and

edesigned Series 2004 $10 notes will be issued
beginning March 2, according to the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board.

On that day of issue, Federal Reserve banks will begin dis-
tributing the new notes to the public through commercial
banks.

The notes will begin circulating immediately in the
United States, and then will be introduced in other coun-
tries in the days and weeks following, as international
banks place orders for $10 notes from the Federal Reserve.

The government announcement is designed to alert
businesses that handle cash and use machines that receive
or dispense cash to make final preparations for the new
notes. For some businesses, getting ready for the new $10
note means training cash-handling employees on how to
use the notes’ updated security features; for others, the
change involves making technical adjustments to
machines that receive or dispense cash, such as vending
and self-checkout machines.

To stay ahead of counterfeiters, the U.S. government

R

New U.S. $10 Note to 
Begin Circulating March 2
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into the design to highlight its loca-
tion.

• Security thread: Hold the note
up to the light and make sure
there’s a small strip that repeats
“USA TEN” in tiny print. It should
run vertically to the right of the
portrait.

Counterfeiting of U.S. currency
has been kept at low levels through
a combination of improvements in
security features, aggressive law
enforcement and education efforts
to inform the public about how to
check their currency. Because the
improved security features are more
effective if the public knows about
them, the U.S. government has
been undertaking a broad, world-
wide public education program that

seeks to raise awareness of the changes to U.S. currency and
to educate financial institutions, cash-handlers and the
general public about those improvements.

Free educational materials, posters, handy “take one”
cards, training videos and CD-ROMs are available to busi-
nesses, financial institutions, trade and professional associ-
ations, citizen groups, and individuals to prepare cash-han-
dlers and consumers to recognize the new design and pro-
tect against counterfeits. Materials are available to order or
download online at www.moneyfactory.gov/newmoney.

$50 that preceded it -- incorporates state-of-the-art security
features to combat counterfeiting, including three that are
easy to use by cash handlers and consumers alike:

• Color-shifting ink: Tilt the note to check that the
numeral 10 in the lower right-hand corner on its face
changes color from copper to green. 

• Watermark: Hold the note up to the light to see if a
faint image of Alexander Hamilton appears to the right of
his large portrait. It should be visible from both sides of the
note. On the redesigned $10 note, it is easier than ever to
locate the watermark: A blank oval has been incorporated

the change involves making technical adjustments

to machines that receive or dispense cash

PT
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nonresidential uses -- such as Wal-Marts and Home
Depots -- that land for housing is scarce. 

Our parking is free and our housing is expensive. 
But much land now devoted to parking can be devel-

oped housing, once cities remove off-street parking
requirements. Parking requirements shift scarce land and
capital from housing for people to housing for cars. Zon-
ing requires a home for every car but ignores homeless
people. By increasing the cost of housing, parking
requirements make the real homelessness problem even
worse. 

In city planning, free parking has become more
important than affordable housing. 

The perimeters of these parking lots could be devel-
oped with liner buildings, which are designed to mask a
parking lot or garage from a street frontage. Much land
now devoted to parking can be developed housing, once
cities remove off-street parking requirements. Employees
in these buildings could walk across the parking lots to
work. 

With the help of Photoshop, I'll show you what I
mean. (After)

So the upside of our current mess is that we have an

This question was asked by a correspondent who obviously
hasn't been reading Parking Today for long. The answer:
Shoupistas are followers of Don Shoup, the UCLA professor
who wrote "The High Cost of Free Parking." He has some rel-
atively simple ideas that can change the face of parking and,
in doing so, change the face of our communities. When PT
spoke with him before the holidays, he provided the photos
nearby and the following explanation:

love this picture (Before) -- it’s an aerial shot of the
campus of a major software/hardware developer
[Cisco Systems] in Silicon Valley area of San Jose,

CA. It was taken on a normal business day. The city
required the parking spaces surrounding the buildings.
Note that most are empty. Couldn't that space be used
for housing? 

Too much of America is devoted to parking, by law.
On the bright side, our vast deserts of surface parking
present a great opportunity as land banks for housing
development. We commit so much land to parking at

I

Who Are Shoupistas?
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accidental land reserve for housing right where we need
it most. Building apartments and condominiums on
parking lots at employment centers will provide real
jobs-housing balance.

To begin, we have to do three things: 
First, reduce or remove off-street parking require-

ments in the zoning code to make the housing construc-
tion possible.  

Second, charge market rates for curb parking to pre-
vent spillover. 

And third, spend the revenue on neighborhood
public services to make the market prices politically
acceptable. 

Thus Spake Don Shoup -- and that's what being a
Shoupista is all about.

Don't panic: Parking isn't going away. It’s just going to be
smarter. The "free" parking above will have to be controlled,
monitored, charged for, and the money collected. All this
will require the skills we in the industry have been honing --
the new technology, management styles and parking skills
to make this work.  Editor 

Before

After

PT

Earls Court, London, Set to
Host Parkex 2006

Parkex International, Europe’s largest dedicated park-
ing exhibition and conference, organized on behalf of the
British Parking Association, will be held April 26-27. The
event, with the theme “The Future of Parking and Technol-
ogy,” is expected to attract parking professionals from both
local authorities and the private sector.

Visitors and delegates can expect to meet more than 100
leading suppliers from  around the world that will use Parkex
International as the launch pad for their latest parking prod-
ucts and services. All the latest technology will be on display
and all under one roof. Everything from on- and off-street
parking equipment, parking enforcement and management
to access control, ticketing, safer parking and smart cards. 

And the conference program will enhance the exhibi-
tion with high-profile speakers from local government and
the private sector. For more information, visit
www.parkex.co.uk.

Pittsburth Parking 
Workers End Strike

A temporary agreement between the city Parking
Authority and Teamsters Local 926 will end a strike by 44
members of the union working at 10 authority-owned park-
ing garages, at least until talks toward a permanent settle-
ment resume next year. It was not clear late Friday, however,
when the striking workers would be back at their posts. 

Also, while both officials are optimistic about reaching a
permanent  agreement when talks resume in January, Byrnes
said it is the union's intention to file an unfair labor practice
charge against the authority with the National Labor Rela-
tions Board. That's because the authority intends to unilater-
ally implement a 2 percent wage increase and an 8 percent
pay deduction toward health care for the attendants. 

"They want to implement a co-pay for the month of
December," Byrnes said. "If they do, we will file the charge." 

Nonetheless, Onorato described the temporary settle-
ment as a "win-win" situation for both sides. "We get our
attendants back, and they will be getting a pay check while
they are negotiating," he said.  "We are close to an agree-
ment, but we are still hung up on health care," Byrnes said. 

As reported, the Teamsters recently notified the author-
ity that its members would return to work under the same
deal that recently ended its strike at the Grant-Oliver
Corp.'s parking facilities at Pittsburgh International Airport
-- paying 1.2 percent of their gross weekly wages toward
healthcare. The parking authority's offer called for the
workers to pay 8 percent of health care costs in the first year
of a pact, and 9 percent and 10 percent in the second and
third years. 

In addition to its recent agreement with Grant-Oliver,
the union in November settled a strike against ALCO Park-
ing Corp.'s facilities Downtown and on the North Side. 
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At Driver Alliant, where we’re known for our specialty-

insurance programs, we reward our clients’ trust, too. We 

have a division that serves parking companies exclusively. 

It’s led by one of the most experienced and knowledgeable 

brokers in this area—Kathy Phillips, who represents specialty 

insurance programs for all kinds of parking operations.
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Lic. 0C36861

trust     rewarded

Paying for the experience can be as rough as enduring
it -- not only the price, which runs up to $30 for a two-
hour lunch, but because of the backup at the exit caused
by people losing their tickets, disputing charges or forget-
ting to pay ahead in the lobby.

Drive in them, garage designers. Drive in them when they're
full and frenzied, and then give us sanity. One trip should do it. 

Parking Blog Comments:
Ouch. Read this one and weep. Basically, it says garage
designers in Boston are evil beasts who simply want to add
pain to the lives of the driving public. It lists grievances from
poor lighting and tight turning radius to the fact that your car
gets lost and you can't find it.
In some defense, there probably haven't been a lot of garages
built in Boston since Arch Street went up half a century ago.
Well, I guess there are Post Office Square and Government
Center, but even these are well over a decade old.
My guess is that the Globe wouldn't be happy with most any
garage, except the huge structures designed for Disneyland,
which expect one visitor per spot per day.
That's how it is -- although I certainly have been in many
garages that frankly could have used a few more foot-candles
and coats of white paint, or at a minimum, a good washing.

from Page 33
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Standard and System
Terminate Purchase Talks

Standard Parking Corp. announced that it terminated
discussions to acquire the Illinois and Wisconsin parking
operations of System Parking Inc. Standard is a leading
national provider of parking facility management services.
It provides on-site management services at multilevel and
surface parking facilities for all major markets of the park-
ing industry. Standard manages about 1,900 parking facili-
ties, containing more than 1 million parking spaces in close
to 300 cities across the United States and Canada. In addi-
tion, it manages parking-related and shuttle bus operations
serving more than 60 airports.
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Local Problems Can H

Parking Today asked a number of Industry Veterans to
discuss revenue control. This is the first in a series of com-
mentaries presenting their responses. Editor  

hen I heard about the 10th anniversary of
Parking Today a few weeks ago, I took a
walk down my personal memory lane. I

know that for most readers the memories of someone
who has been involved in the design, manufacturing
and marketing of parking and revenue control systems
can’t be very exciting. Well, they’d be half-right any-
way, but for me, it was an exercise in ultimately trying
to figure out where we are exactly and how did we get
here -- “we” being the Parking Access Revenue Control
manufacturers.

In January 1996, we were hell bent on transition-
ing from the Microsoft DOS operating system to Win-
dows. Can you believe it? It seemed to me at the time
that transitioning was the alpha and omega, the solu-
tion to all our needs, wants and desires. How silly,
looking back.

I really did not understand how that transition
was only removing the impediments from realizing
even more. Multitasking was changing everything --
new rules and new ways of thinking about what can
and cannot be done. And oh my goodness, what it
took to just figure out what tools to choose from out
of so many -- which one would work, which one
would be around to support what we decide on today? 

I’ll never forget how all the PARC manufacturers
were posturing and preparing for the big airport and
municipal projects! Boy, that was one of the most sig-
nificant catalysts that changed the very basic business
model. PARC manufacturers became project engineers,
managers and contract managers -- and most of all,
technology integrators.

And you know something? It’s been great, except
for those who heretofore were all but ignored. Yes, you
know those small segments of the off-street parking
and revenue control market. Who are they? You know,
the hotel and restaurant complexes, all the commer-
cial Class A buildings with all those special needs.
Their problem was that they were never seen as a seg-
ment that can be addressed on an economy of scale.
So they have just had to adapt what was available and
overcome the gaps with more people and higher cost
of operations. That is, until now.

Where are we today? Well, today, tools have been
developed and made available and easily deployable
for those “darker” regions of the market not necessari-
ly large enough to justify a product line that interests
a PARC manufacturer. Locals working with locals
seems to be one of the new up-and-coming paradigms. 

Take for example Tim and Frank Flanagan of Sen-
try Control Systems using a tool called Host Commu-
nication II to provide an alternative to the old way of

W

Commentary
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Bill-to-Bill Currency Management System
Manufacturing high-security bill validators for today’s
Parking Industry, CashCode is able to offer a fully inte-
grated, high security, frontloading system that utilizes
advanced bill recycling technology for cash transactions.
The Bill-to-Bill Currency Management System precisely
validates, recycles, dispenses and bundles cash, and
breaks bills for change – all in one unit. The unit also

boasts remotely upgradeable software, a 20 bill escrow function, tool free
access for service and multi-currency, smart card or barcode ticket validation
options.

For more information, contact CashCode Company, Inc. at:
553 Basaltic Road, Concord, ON , Canada L4K 4W8
+1 (905) 303-8874;  fax: +1 (905) 303-8875
e-mail: pauldoukas@cashcode.com • www.cashcode.com

CASHCODE COMPANY, INC.
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Control  Revenue with ScanNet®

Central Parking Management System
ScanNet is an integrated PC-based parking
management system that controls and
monitors parking and ground transportation
applications. Parking, access, and revenue
control are bundled together as one seamless

enterprise network. Standard and custom reports provide comprehensive
financial tracking with activity audits. All available to assist and maximize your
revenue control process.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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The gate goes up. The gate goes
down. Where does the money go?  If
you aren’t sure, contact The Consulting
Engineers Group, Inc. CEG has con-
sultants who have actually operated
parking facilities. We understand

parking revenue control and the need to incorporate it in a customer
service environment. CEG provides auditing, procedure review, system
design, equipment specification development, and installation
oversight/testing. Let CEG be your parking partner.

For more information, contact Consulting Engineers Group, Inc.
tel:  (513) 519-7979;  fax: (513) 231-6977  
e-mail: ccullen@fuse.net
web: www.CEGengineers.com

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
GROUP, INC.
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Have Local Solutions

offering and managing parking voucher and valida-
tions. Called eValidation, its main target is Class A
commercial buildings. You know, the urban center or
high-rise with all kinds of tenants who want that per-
sonal touch.

It appears to offer something for everyone. For the
professional operating company, there is no need to
order stock of physical validation stamps, yet it can
still collect for validations in advance of their use. It
keeps record keeping simple and totally integrated
with the individual’s records and, yes, even moves all
the necessary bits and pieces right up to the general
ledger. All the tenant needs is a Web browser. 

For the patron, from what I see, it’s technology
without complexity! It really helps make the patron’s
parking experience a “non-event” in that they don’t
have to get a voucher, stamp or second ticket to exit
and still get the validation. Just one ticket operation.
And for the tenant, they no longer are losing valida-
tions. They receive data about usage (especially for
those lovely lawyers who bill back everything to their
client) that’s simply available on anyone of the client’s
PCs. F From the property management’s perspective,
eValidation positions their property as a high-tech
environment giving more value to the tenants for less. 

The crazy thing is this product is so well-defined,
focused and hits such a broad base of stakeholders
within its targeted segment that you would think it
was coming from one of the major PARC players! 

Another example of how the tools and talents
have moved down to the grass-roots level of our indus-
try is the integration of one of the well-known valet
systems with the off-airport parking revenue control
system just outside Atlanta. Once again the creative
talents of Innovative Parking Concepts’ Jeff Vendeford
and his client have developed a fully seamless integra-
tion between two different systems, where the parking
patron deals with one and only one ticket, readable in
either system, regardless of whether the ticket was gen-
erated by the parking or valet system. 

The apparent easy of operation at the patron level
is immediately realized, and the cost of running the
operations is less. Host Communication II is what
makes the integration seamless. It’s a simple add-on
software module that allows for the data exchange in
real-time between the PARC system and other comput-
ers connected via TCP/IP, just as it does for eValidation. 

The time has come where so many needs can be
addressed and satisfied by so many local and talented
people who service their local clients. The two exam-
ples above make it clear (to me, anyway) that every-
thing driving our business the past 10 years has
brought us to a point where the means to satisfy these
segments have been internalized by the local inde-
pendents, resulting in more and more local grass-roots

By Tom Rollo, Skidata Senior Executive Vice President 
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Parking Barrier/Security Gates
Federal APD offers a complete range of barri-
er gates for parking control. The Model G-90
is housed in an aluminum cabinet and fea-
tures the field programmable Omega LCD
Controller. Our PosiDrive™ Security Gate
gives you perfect balance between speed
and dependability. This gate is ideal for con-
trolling roadway access to plant entrances,
warehouse terminals and toll plazas, or any

location where high volume/high speed security gate is needed.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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Pay-In-Lane
“Operate your parking facility without an attendant”
The Pay-In-Lane device offers you a convenient
way to operate your parking facility without an
attendant. Each model is unmanned and provides
Exit Cashiering or Pre-Pay entry. Many payment
option are available with easy to find graphics that
guide your patron through the payment process.

Features include on-line or off-line operations with a self replenishing coin
system. With three models to choose from you can bet we have your 
application covered.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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Revenue Control Parking System
The SST AutoRead is a Exit Cashiering, Central
Cashiering, or Automatic Cashiering Parking system.
This system is completely integrated for access and
revenue control applications. Each component func-
tions as a stand-alone device or communicates over
the ScanNet Central Parking Management System.
Control devices include Ticket Spitter, access and exit
gates, PowerPad Fee Computer, Exit Verifier and
Automatic Pay Station.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD

Continued on Page 50
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Automatic Pay Station - APS
Your revenues are protected by a robust vault and a
three-point locking system with all components guarded
by separate locking devices. We have designed this APS
to improve your cash management process by offering
you a ticket handling system for your central cashiering
parking operations. A wide range of user friendly pay-
ment options are available, including short term tickets,
special tickets and bank cards of all types. The pay sta-
tion accepts payment in coins, paper currency or Creidt

/ debit card, and delivers change in coins, paper Currency, or both.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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Pod500 Ticket Dispenser 
This Print-On-Demand Ticket
Dispenser features a new slim
design, is easy-to-service and is
field programmable. Will operate in
either machine-readable or man-
readable, on-line or off-line. It has a universal power supply with
LCD display. Programming can be done using a PDA device or
through ScanNet our Facility management software.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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License Plate Recognition System 
Federal APD offers a complete range of LPR
products. The License Plate Capture Camera
is a rugged, fully integrated automatic system.
This system when integrated into our parking
control device technology gives you control to
monitor activities within your parking facility.
The following data is transmitted: time, date,
location, license plate image and overview
image.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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License Plate Inventory System
Reduce fraudulent ticket usage by tracking vehicle
license plate numbers. Federal APD puts control at
your fingertips,using the mobile license plate inven-
tory camera or the LPI Hand Held computer running
a custom program. You receive information  on
vehicles entering and exiting your parking facility.
Information like license plate number and location of
vehicle helps you track the movement and duration
of each vehicle.

For more information, contact Federal APD, Inc.
tel:  (800) 521-9330; fax: (248) 374-9610  
e-mail: sales@federalapd.com
web: www.federalapd.com

FEDERAL APD
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Pay and Display Solutions
Parking Products Inc. announces a new generation of Pay &
Display and Multi-Space pay stations: the PSA 1255 series.
Payment by coins, bills, tokens, smart cards, and credit cards
are accepted. A compact stainless steel housing provides a
secure platform with separate compartments for cash storage.
Solar power options and wireless communication to a host
system makes for a fully self contained system requiring no
external connections allowing the PSA 1255 to be used 
virtually anywhere.

For more information, contact Parking Products Inc.
tel: (215) 657-7500; fax: (215) 657-4321
e-mail: ppi@parkingproducts.com
web: www.parkingproducts.com

PARKING PRODUCTS, INC.
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HAYES SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Park It software is the resource for all
campus parking records. Document
parking violations, fines, and associated
payments received for students, staff
and visitors. Import student and
teacher records to track permit distribu-
tion and details for up to 5 cars. Easily

identify owners of vehicles when you only know a few key details with the
“Find a Vehicle” feature. Finally, utilize Park It’s report section which
includes an Unsatisfied Violations Report and a Violation Receipt.

For more information, contact Hayes Software Systems at: 
tel: (800) 749-5086; fax: (512) 219-7728;
e-mail: info@hayessoft
web: www.hayessoft.com
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